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Life gallery sunflower petals

Last Updated on 10 August, 2020 Life Gallery Walkthrough &amp; Guide – A step by setp guide to complete all the Chapters of the puzzle adventure mobile game Life Gallery, by 751 Games Chapter 1 – Origin complete walkthrough and guide. Your help needs to complete Life Gallery Chapter 1 – Origin. A video guide by daily mobile games where you can
learn step by step how to solve each puzzle. Or simply get clues or solutions you're looking for. Walkthrough Gallery Life - Chapter 2 Season 2 - Fish Head Cult Walkthrough completes and guides. Help you need to complete Life Gallery Chapter 2 – Fish Head Cult. A video guide by daily mobile games where you can learn step by step how to solve each
puzzle. Or simply get clues or solutions you're looking for. Chapter 3 – The Resurrection Walk Completes and Guides. Your help needs to complete Life Gallery Chapter 3 - Resurrection. A video guide by daily mobile games where you can learn step by step how to solve each puzzle. Or simply get clues or solutions you're looking for. Chapter 4 Walkthrough,
Ending &amp; Guide Chapter 4 – Swing complete walkthrough and guide. Your help needs to complete Life Gallery Chapter 4 - Swing. A video guide by daily mobile games where you can learn step by step how to solve each puzzle. Or simply get clues or solutions you're looking for. How to play LifeGallery? Life Gallery is a puzzle game with a unique
artistic design, illustration style that drives players into a world of deep horror. Produced by 751 games, The Living Gallery is made up of a series of illustrations. As players go through each image, they solve puzzles, unlock secrets, and discover dark and cool stories at the heart of the game. Every puzzle in the gallery of life is hidden inside an image. The
key to solving them lies in manipulating objects within illustrations to advance the plot and reveal the truth about the characters– relying not only on the player's intelligence, but also on their imagination and sensitivity to illustrations and stories. Other walkthroughs &amp; Guides: Life Gallery official game site &gt; here Message from the ArtistI create vivid,
impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is
loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to
the scene I create. I'll try when it's time to paint. Just the first time, using brush strokes is as few as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a vision. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an
Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing
around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from
a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be
framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting.
Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist
frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United
States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets
throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever had How much do great paintings look like in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home
by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a
painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without
highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the
United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one
painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the
front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that
. Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, there is no wonder he attracts so much interest, and his pictures in museum collections. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the
new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Page 2 messages from ArtistI create a live,
impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is
loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to
the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The
result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting
continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your
painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4
canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed for deep canvas cradles: frame screws to the back of the canvas, which allows the canvas to In the frame, a small gap remains
around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic
American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and
made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the
sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your
home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting
on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is
without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped
within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete checking in our website you provide with date and tracking number.• We use UPS as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only
in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of
the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some
Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new
West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Page 3 Messages from ArtistI creates a live,
impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is
loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to
the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The
result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My Paintings Created on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting
continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your
painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4
canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the
painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American
impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in
the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and
sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by
installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly inexpensive to install (an electric power can install them in a few And if you want you can buy items and lamps yourself online. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a
painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without
highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the
United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one
painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the
front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that
. Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody
the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 4 Messages From The Creation Artist
Impressionist oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is
loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to
the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The
result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting
continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your
painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4
canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the
painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. These frames were inspired by classic American
impressionist frames Carved corners and clean lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States.
Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the
day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led
directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm
colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors
and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact
us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your
painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully shipped in Wooden box. Just a word of thanks. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front
section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put
some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the
new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 5 messages from ArtistI create a live,
impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is
loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to
the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The
result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting
continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on 2 or 3 deep canvases, which gives great paintings more All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting
from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas
can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the
painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American
impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in
the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and
sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by
installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that mainly has cool colors, and use warm lighting on a
painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy, and many houses are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixtures, which can be adapted to directional spot lighting with minor manual work. Direct lighting on your painting, however, is still well presented with stringy lighting nearby. One thing to avoid hanging



your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I
hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten
years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be
carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after
this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest
there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered
an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 6 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush
strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I am widely From my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture the drums of the
landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior.
You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on
3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my
canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both
framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle
deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I
designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting.
Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness:You Look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a
good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually
intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view,
use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind
the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin
Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience
transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a
wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art
you have to talk about it the same way van Gogh Either Picasso or Moe are spoken... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his
images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his
calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 7 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet
style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the
landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior.
You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on
3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my
canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both
framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller In 3/4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in the airplane style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep
canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I
designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting.
Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient
light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors
and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general
rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy as many houses are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixture. This can be adapted to directional spot lighting with partial manual labor. See thick
curry brushes, any subtle variation on And really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with
shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders
that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your
paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is
very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected
with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 8 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done
across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting
with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes time to paint, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to get immediacy
and Move out of perspective. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas,
depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces
are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting
firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames,
or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind
of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side
of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different
depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery
environment? Art galleries use hot or cool toned spot To accent the colors of the painting, and usually intensify the light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can
install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the
artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes,
see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with
shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders
that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your
paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is
very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work. new west . His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all
my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 9 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My
technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out
compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional
movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas,
depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces
are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting
firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames,
or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety Ends, including gold, silver, black, and in any kind of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of
floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of
the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different
depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery
environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them
in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will
still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any
subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates
and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have 10 years of experience. Hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we haven't damaged a single painting in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with
Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life
inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and
beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all
my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! The top 10 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My
technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out
compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional
movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas,
depending on the size of the finished painting. Small Works are done at 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on
deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place
on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang
unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating
frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the
canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending
on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art
galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours),
and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule, use cool To brighten up a painting that is mostly cool color, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can cause your painting to look muddy) many houses are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixtures. This can be adapted to
directional dot brightness with partial manual work. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of
the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote
for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be
safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it
on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're
in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and
the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 11 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired Backpackers and hiking trips have done me across the Western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is
done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to
color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has
extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas.
This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the
distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or
in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a
variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out
clean corners and lines. My open impressionist frames have been adoped as floating frames, so they are Get away from the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get
quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely
entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the
roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can
make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A
light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International
Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped
with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I've got a lot of compliments. It was more inspiring in the front part of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my
daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say
enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with
human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 12 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings
are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I
extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first,
using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick
texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung
without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting level, I Hung your painting of a pair of Ook shots hung a separate distance hook on the wall. You can also use a
small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which
are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in
any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame
opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his
original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork.
Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are
surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Many houses
are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixtures. Lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry
brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided
with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork
shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC
Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His
work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also
injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 13 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've
done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively plan out my paintings before I start painting
with brush, working out compositions and colors That effectively captures the drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and
emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of
canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large
pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your
painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating
frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a
certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away
from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look
different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural Environment It creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery
environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them
in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will
still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any
subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates
and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined
with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot
of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Throw some Andy Warhol in Also, while we're at it. D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant,
expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical
brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 14 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western
states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush,
working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and
emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of
canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large
pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your
painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. The The painting, which is done at 1-1/2 canvas, floats the best frame in the
frame, or left to hang unframed on the wall. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a
certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away
from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look
different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery
environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them
in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy as many houses are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixture.
This can be adapted to directional spot lighting with partial manual labor. See thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, artist From your painting: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped in the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International
Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped
with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent
basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,
MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 15 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done
in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color,
I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see Of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin-colored I'm not with turpentine. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra
depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This
type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the
distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or
in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a
variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out
clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get
quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely
entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent paint colors and usually intensify the light on the painting Out of consideration. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof
above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can
make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A
light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International
Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped
with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent
basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,



MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwest Desert resonates with human warmth, vitality Honesty, and with technical brilliance are also injected. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! The top 16 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling
of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a
direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try
to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra
depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This
type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the
distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or
in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a
variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. Iraj A special type of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean
corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes
for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on
artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof
above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can
make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A
light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International
Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have not damaged a single In transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with
full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent
basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,
MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 17 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done
in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color,
I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra
depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Intermediate paintings to be done on The canvas continued deep, with paintings around the edge of the canvas. This type of
canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance
hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a
playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety
of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean
corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes
for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on
artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof
above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule, use cool lighting to illuminate the painting, which has mainly cool colors, and use warm lighting on it Paintings with mostly warm colors (wrong color lamps can cause
their painting to look muddy) many houses are now fitted with some kind of shut down ceiling fixtures. This can be adapted to directional dot brightness with partial manual work. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the
chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin
Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience
transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a
wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art
you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images
are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre.
K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 18 messages from ArtistI create live, impressionistic oil paintings that capture the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. That's my technique. With expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet
known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a
limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture
of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas
boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and
ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are
happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to
the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my
contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me up as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke on Each frame is custom made for a special
painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting
during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of
the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a
painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a
stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your
painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of
Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting
kelly I had it behind my desk but I decided it was more inspiring in the front part of the office where I could view it in consistent Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van
Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's
something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more
customer feedback here! Top 19 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima.
Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5
colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke
in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-
sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang
out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance hook apart on the wall. It can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to
find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow
the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary
Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting,
hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during
daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the
painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting
that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your painting look muddy. Many houses are now fitted with some kind of closed ceiling fixtures. The actors have a stunning straight spot in the middle of the painting, without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A
light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International
Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped
with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent
basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,
MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! The top 20 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done
in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limiter From 4-5 colors, I mix into a wide variety of colors and values suitable to the scene I create. When it comes to color, I try to get the
painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth and
movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of
canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance
hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a
playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety
of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean
corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes
for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, clever color While the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on artificial light
to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof above your
painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your
painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's
angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.•
Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full
insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!!
Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,
MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's. As an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 21 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done
in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color,
I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I'm not layered or thin my color with a turban. The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra
depth and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This
type of canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the
distance hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or
in a playon-air style frame. larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left Hang unframed on the wall. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety
of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean
corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes
for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on
artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or led directional spot lighting on the roof
above your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can
make your painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A
light that's angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Your Painting Artist Delivery: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped inside the United States Please contact us for a quote for
International Shipping.• Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be
safely shipped with full insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it
on a consistent basis!! Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're
in it, D.R., MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and
the Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as curator and collector, I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! Top 22 messages from ArtistI create a live, impressionistic oil painting that captures the
feeling of being outdoors. All my paintings are inspired by backpackers and hiking trips I've done across western states. My technique is implemented with expressed color and loose brush strokes, in a wet style in the wet known as alla prima. Alla Prima comes from Italian, which is literally on the first attempt and is loosely applied to any painting that is done
in a direct and expressed style. I extensively planned out my paintings before I started painting with brush, working out compositions and color combinations that effectively capture drums from the landscape. I work with a limited palette of 4-5 colors, which I mix into the wide range of colors and values appropriate to the scene I create. When it comes to color,
I try to get the painting right first, using as few brush strokes as possible to capture the immediacy and emotional movement of a landscape. The French term for this use of coup d'etat is superior. You can see the texture of every brush stroke in my paintings, since I have layered or thinly colored me with The result is an Ipasto oil painting that has extra depth
and movement of thick texture. Hang Your Painting: My paintings are made on different types of canvas, depending on the size of the finished painting. Small petite works are carried out on 3/4 canvas or stiff canvas boards. Medium-sized paintings are carried out on a deep canvas of 1-1/2, with painting continuing around the edge of the canvas. This type of
canvas can be hung without a frame, for a contemporary look at your home. My incredibly large pieces are done on deep canvas 2 or 3, which gives great paintings more stability. All my canvases are pre-wired and ready to hang out. To help maintain your painting surface, I recommend hanging your painting from a pair of Ook shots hanging the distance
hook apart on the wall. You can also use a small ball of museum wax in the corners to keep your painting firmly in place on the fixed wall. Framing: My oil paintings are presented both framed and un framed. We are happy to help you to find the right frame for your new painting. Smaller paintings in 3.4 canvas can be framed in any standard frame or in a
playon-air style frame. Larger paintings, which are done on canvas 1-1/2, are best framed in floating frames, or left to hang unframed on the walls. Floating frames are designed to cradle deep canvases: frame screws to the roof that allow the canvas to float in the frame, and a small gap remains around the painting. Floating frames can be made in a variety
of finishes, including gold, silver, black, and in any type of hardwood and stain finish. I presented a certain kind of floating frame, available exlusively from the Erin Hanson Gallery, which I designed myself to complete my contemporary Impressionist painting. They were inspired by classic American impressionist frames that have beautifully carned out clean
corners and lines. The impressionist frame opens me as Adap's floating frame, so they stand away from the side of the canvas and let you experience every brush stroke in the painting. Each frame is custom made for a special painting, hand carved and illuminated in real gold leaf, and made here in the United States. Please contact my gallery to get quotes
for the impressionist frame open for his original Henson. Word in brightness: Your painting will look different depending on the changing quality of the surrounding light. Natural ambient light creates a good feel for your painting during daylight hours, the color is changing cleverly as the sun rises and sets throughout the day. But at night you will rely entirely on
artificial light to illuminate your artwork. Have you ever noticed how big paintings look in a gallery environment? Art galleries use hot or cool spot lighting to accent the painting's colors and usually intensify light on the center of the painting's attention. You can emulate this effect in your home by installing halogen or LED Spot the brightness on the roof above
your painting. These lights are surprisingly cheap to install (an electric powerer can install them in a few hours), and you can buy fixtures and lamps online if you want. As a general rule of view, use cool lighting to illuminate a painting that has mostly cool colors, and use warm lighting on a painting with mostly warm colors (the wrong color lamp can make your
painting look muddy. Is. Even without direct lighting on your painting, however, the artwork will still be well presented with nearby string lighting. One thing to avoid hanging your painting behind the chandelier, which is a stunning straight spot in the middle of the cast painting, is without highlighting the natural colors and textures of the painting. A light that's
angled from above, or even from the side, will allow you to see thick curry brushes, see any subtle variations in color, and really enjoy your painting in a whole new light. I hope you enjoy art! Erin Hanson, Deliver your painting artist: • We offer free shipping for paintings shipped within the United States. Please contact us for a quote for International Shipping.•
Shortly after you complete check-in on our website you will be provided with shipping dates and tracking numbers.• We will use ups as our shipping carrier. We have ten years of experience transporting hundreds of Erin Hanson oil paintings around the world, and we have damaged one painting only in transit.• Your painting will be safely shipped with full
insurance. For paintings under 40x60 inches, we use special artwork shipbuilders that are lined with Tyvek's anti-plastic hole (pictured above). Larger paintings will be carefully carried in a wooden box. I'm complimenting kelly I had it behind my desk but decided it was more inspiring in the front section of the office where I could view it on a consistent basis!!
Some might call it my daydreaming inspiration! M.S., MONTREAL QC Your paintings keep a lot of life inside them. They seem to explode with brilliance. Centuries after this name and art you should be spoken in the same way as van Gogh's work, or Picasso, or Moe... or rembrandt for that . Put some Andy Warhol in them, while we're in it, D.R.,
MILWAUKEE, WI I can't say enough about Erin Hanson's skills as an artist... His work is very vibrant, expressy and beautifully composed, no wonder he attracts so much interest there, and his images are in the museum collection. There's something very special about his work, Erin's paintings embody the new West. His painting of California and the
Southwestern Sahara resonates with human warmth, vitality and honesty and is also injected with technical brilliance. In all my years as a curator and I have rarely encountered an artist of his calibre. K.R., NEW YORK, NYView more customer feedback here! here!
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